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1
Corporate mission and
structural set-up

Deutsche Börse Group

Corporate mission towards sustainability – build trust as
organiser of capital markets and set an example as
listed company

Organising capital markets characterised by transparency, safety and integrity is not only the publicservice mission and core business of Deutsche Börse Group, but it is also its most important value
contribution to society.
In this context conducting a constructive dialogue on the sustainability of the international capital markets
with all relevant market participants, bundling expertise and initiating concrete projects to increase the
sustainability of our markets are central pillars of our Group-wide sustainability strategy.
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Strategic approach – connecting internal capabilities and
external expectations
 Strategic information on business
operations context
 Identifying risks and opportunities
 Providing information on, and
preparing for, future global
challenges

 Reporting of sustainability
performance
 Collaborating on standards and norms
 Consulting on new regulations

Group
Sustainability

Stakeholders
Investors &
analysts

NGO‘s
civil society

Political
bodies

Customers

Industries

Employees

 Identification of material topics
 Intelligence gathering on
customer expectations
 Opportunity for industry leadership

as part of Group
Regulatory Strategy

Central
divisions

Business
units

Risk &
compliance

Group
Sustainability Board

HR

Investor
relations

 Advanced notice of business risks
and opportunities
 Expert information on projects and
performance
 Policies on Group management
 Sustainability performance / ESG
KPIs
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Group-wide Sustainability Board – involving expertise along the
whole value chain
Executive Board
Proverbial “tone-at-the-top”
central drivers of
sustainability at Deutsche
Börse Group

Action items:
Evaluation of sustainability
performance, identification
of opportunities and risks

Sustainability Board






Frequency: bi-annual
Analysis of current ESG topics
Information exchange between parts of business
Review of ESG management
Drafting of decision papers

Strategic analysis of
upcoming challenges and
global trends in the field of
sustainability; preparation of
committee meetings

KPIs for external
communication of the
sustainability performance
of Deutsche Börse Group

Sustainability Team
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Materiality & reporting

Deutsche Börse Group

Materiality analysis – a fixed component of Deutsche
Börse Group’s sustainability strategy

 A materiality analysis is the process by which a company identifies
management topics relevant to core business competencies and the
expectations of external stakeholders.
 Topics are considered material if they are able to be influenced by the
company and effect the decisions of stakeholders.
 Material topics can be treated as opportunities or risks for a company’s
capacity for long-term value creation.
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Materiality analysis – ongoing dialogue with all relevant
stakeholders at Deutsche Börse Group





Stakeholder workshop with NGOs and customers
Verification of fields of action and stakeholder
groups by Group Sustainability Board
Limited assurance by KPMG




External stakeholder consultation conducted:

Capital market participants

Employees

Regulators
 Limited assurance by KPMG

Stakeholder consultation via standardized approach:
quantitative stakeholder survey
Verification of fields of action by Group Sustainability Board
Reasonable assurance by KPMG

2018
2017
2016



First internal
analysis and
designation of
fields of action

2015
2014

2013
2012





Stakeholder consultation via ASFI task force meetings and
external events with broad participant basis
Verification of fields of action by Group Sustainability Board
Reasonable assurance by KPMG

External stakeholder consultation conducted:

Issuers

Academic community
 Limited assurance by KPMG

Deutsche Börse Group

Materiality analysis – relevant stakeholder groups and
their relationships to Deutsche Börse Group
Deutsche Börse Group as a listed company








Deutsche Börse AG shareholders
Employees
Employee representatives
Business partners
Suppliers
Service providers






Supervisory authorities
Politics
Media
Non-governmental
organisations
 Society

Deutsche Börse Group as a capital market
organiser







Regulators
Intermediaries
Issuers
Institutional / private investors
Trading, clearing and post-trading
participants
 Financial community
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Materiality analysis – areas for action at Deutsche Börse
Group1)

1) Based on the materiality analysis of 2018
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ESG-Reporting – a useful instrument to foster integrated
thinking along DBG’s value chain
Strategic approach:
For DBG, reporting the Group-wide ESG-performance means more than only being compliant with disclosure
requirements and regulations. It is a valid instrument to draw a holistic picture of the impact of DBG‘s core business
and to identify material risks and opportunities in relation to the classical financial key figures.
A three step process:

Identifying

Quantifying

Evaluating

Relevant ESG-topics are identified by an
in- and external materiality analysis every
second year.

The GSB discusses the outcome of the
materiality analysis and shapes the
prioritised topics with the aim of
quantification and putting them into
relation with the classical financial KPIs.

The KPIs get permanently reviewed by
the Group Sustainability Team, twice a
year through GSB, once a year through
KPMG.

Next steps to develop DBG‘s ESG-performance:




Governance

Social

Environment
Implementing a Group-wide climate
strategy
Climate-neutrality through CO²
certificates




Fostering the transparency of
sustainable products and services in
international capital markets
Providing a market segment for
companies that have already aligned
their core business with the two
degree goal




Further implementation of ESGaspects within the Group-wide risk
management
Bonus link to ESG-performance

Further development of DBG‘s sustainable product and service portfolio
in implementation

in discussion

3
Sustainable Finance –
shaping future-proof markets

Deutsche Börse Group
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Sustainable Finance – the key to a future-proof and -fostering
financial system
 Germany, Europe and the world are facing a fundamental upheaval that affects all spheres
of politics, business and society.
 The transition is necessary to ensure a successful handling of challenges such as climate
change, demographic processes or digitization.
 As a pillar of the economic system, the financial system is fundamentally affected by the
transformation; similarly to manufacturing companies of the real economy.
 Sustainable Finance involves the targeted development of the transformation and innovation
forces of the financial industry while simultaneously ensuring the stability of the financial
system.
 The aim is to establish suitable opportunity and risk profiles, to translate these into viable
strategies and withal taking into account future scenarios, their impacts and overall social
goals.

Deutsche Börse Group
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Strategic approach of Deutsche Börse Group – building up a
robust network to develop a German sustainable finance profile
In April 2018 the Accelerating
Sustainable Finance Initiative and
the Green Finance Cluster of the
Hessian Ministry of Economics
joined forces in funding the Green
and Sustainable Finance Cluster
Germany (GSFCG).

Group
Sustainability
Commitment at the
financial centre
Frankfurt

The CGSFCG works in close cooperation
with the relevant political actors in Berlin
and, together with the WWF, has written a
policy roadmap to foster the thematic
development of sustainable finance in
Germany.

GSFCG is member of the
technical expert group to
manage next steps, routinely
mirroring of results on European
level and close coordination with
regard to upcoming regulation in
the field of sustainable finance.

Green and Sustainable Finance Cluster Germany

Commitment on a
national level

Commitment on an
European level

Green and
Sustainable Finance
Cluster Germany

GSFCG: mission statement
Mission
To develop and implement a strategic concept for establishing a sustainable financial
economy.
Transparency

Standardisation

Innovation

 Present the financial sector‘s
current sustainability profile

 Lay foundations for upcoming
transparency requirements

 Continue development of
research

 Identify opportunities and
risks for the financial sector‘s
core business (based on
double materiality)
 Develop and display sectorspecific strategy processes







Taxonomy
Scenario analysis
Assessment methods
Reporting standards
Benchmarking

 Create a (market) overview of
solution approaches

 Communication and
knowledge transfer across
stakeholder groups
 Support of / positioning for
regulatory processes
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GSFCG: areas of action
Sustainable finance –
status quo and
innovation

Metrics and
standards

Data and
digitisation

Dialogue and capacity
building

 Present financial sector players’ current activities
 Identify and implement development potential
Specific examples: status report on the financial sector, identify development potential

 Establish risk analysis focused on core business
 Drive the development of materiality-based reporting concepts and assessment
methods
Specific examples: implementation of TCFD recommendations, support of EU taxonomy
process, materiality policy paper
 Develop digital prerequisites for data collection and integration
 Combine sustainability and digitisation aspects
Specific examples: evaluation of a data lake solution, development of alternative
investment strategies (e.g. evidence-based investment analysis)
 Strengthen and expand existing research approaches to foster efficient knowledge
development in practice
 Establish permanent forum for dialogue involving all relevant stakeholders (business,
civil society, policymakers and regulators)
Specific examples: green finance policy paper, formats for trainings on TCFD
recommendations, risk workshop
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European perspective –
Action Plan on Sustainable
Finance

Deutsche Börse Group
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The European Commission has a new strategic approach to
sustainable finance

European Comission: Financing Sustainable Growth. European Comission Action Plan. 2018. https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/180308-action-plansustainable-growth-factsheet_en.pdf
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European Commission Action Plan on Sustainable Finance
On the basis of the final report of the High Level Expert Group on Sustainable Finance, the European Commission presented a
comprehensive action plan on 8 March 2018 in order to explicitly anchor sustainability aspects in the EU financial system.
The table below summarises the EU legislative measures to be implemented for the near future.
Topic

Directly envisaged legislative acts

Starting
Time

Involvement
of DBG

EU classification system for
sustainable investments

EU legislation proposal for the development of a taxonomy (climate change
and other aspects)

Q2 2018



EU standards for green
financial products

Commission regulation (Level 2)* on prospectuses for green bonds

Q2 2019



Sustainable investment advise Commission regulation (Level 2 on MIFID and IDD)* on assessing the
adequacy of investments for customers (sustainability assessment)

Q2 2018



Sustainability benchmarks

Commission regulation (Level 2)* on the methods of determining
benchmarks

Q2 2018



Fiduciary duties of investors

EU legislative proposal on Fiduciary duties of institutional investors and
asset managers regarding sustainability issues; including disclosure of their
sustainability accounting methods

Q2 2018



Regulatory requirements for
banks

Consideration of risks of climate change in current legislative procedures
(amendment CRR and CRD) in the risk management of banks and their
capital requirements (Green Supporting Factor)

2018/2019



*Level 2 measures are derived legal acts on the basis of existing EU laws and do not require a renewed and complex legislative procedure.
 DBG observes the developments and actively participates, among others, through its initiative the ‘Sustainable Finance
Cluster Germany’.
For further information or questions on the initiative, please contact Kristina Jeromin, Head of Group Sustainability.
Lanfermann, Georg: Sustainable Finance – Aktionsplan der Europäischen Kommission. In: Audit Committee Quarterly I/2018. Page 40.

